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Scientific publications seek not only to be channels of dialogue and trust in academic communities but also that their products have an impact on societies. The confidence of this cycle lies in the fact that peer review processes guarantee the quality of artifacts derived from research (López-López et al., 2018).

In this same sense, the knowledge that is visible in academic publications nurtures the development of innovation processes when it goes to patents, and these generate various transformations in the productive world or human well-being. Nevertheless, not all innovation processes go through this circuit of scientific research as the basis of technological development, sometimes these developments pass through more risky routes subject to externalities that tend to accelerate the processes of production of technological change. Despite the differences in the processes of these two types of knowledge, scientific and technological, both share numerous validity processes before going to the public scenario or becoming part of the social regulation systems (Bunge, 1999, 2003; Quintanilla, 2012).

On the other hand, the disciplinary universes have dynamics in which the relationships between science, technology, and society are differentiated. It seems evident that the dynamic of the relationship between disciplines such as physics and engineering, or between biology and medicine, or between sociology and political science, is not the same; we even have some disciplines that move with dynamics in which the products of knowledge seek to develop technologies and at the same time solve fundamental problems. In some disciplines the processes are confused, distancing themselves until the point that they break the links within the disciplines, however, these processes make new areas to emerge and even generate new artifacts that do not always go through the
necessary review and assessment to be transformed into a product of social impact (Bunge, 2003; Olive, 2013).

The products derived from the disciplines that are in the social sciences scenario have different paths, so it is common to see how sociology, political science, anthropology, and economics are usually used as resources to contribute to society and politicians, they use them as decision-making resources to legitimize their actions or even to produce public policies. In this sense, part of the work of social scientists ends in artifacts or social innovations, although it is important to recognize that they are often vulnerable to the pressures of decision makers in economic or political scenarios and their work ends up influencing even the designs that society acquires. You can see an example of this on the economic policy decisions that depressed public investment after the recessions that had been foretold by the academics’ prediction models, and that later proved to be wrong paths from which some actors benefited. It is necessary to point out that these practices are not usually generalized, but they do show a vulnerability to which scientific research, technological development, and social application are heading.

For psychology, this relationship is complicated in different ways. On the one hand, by the multiple connections of psychology: with health sciences, with social sciences such as economics, sociology, political sciences and communication and with emerging disciplines such as neuroscience. On the other hand, psychological science has not always articulated the path of developments in basic and applied psychology with innovations from the professional world; these differences are expressed in the disputing of the organized psychology communities. An example of this usually are the conflicts between schools or professional organizations and academic societies, such as universities, which inevitably affects the dynamics of training, production and scientific communication of the discipline (López-López et al., 2018).

Obviously, the methods of regulation and assurance of the quality of the production of knowledge in the academic world have multiple actors and control systems to ensure their quality, and not always the professional world has the same regulation processes which generates problems of credibility in the public opinion about the discipline (Mitcham & Mackey, 2004; Olive, 2013; Quintanilla, 2012). Therefore, organized communities must ensure that the production of cognitive artifacts and psychotechnological developments have processes of assessment that ensure the quality of the evidence produced so that they can be used by communities or decision makers, as resources for social advocacy or public policy.

In this direction, organized psychology must surely undertake actions of communication to society that influence them with knowledge based on evidence developed by our discipline. By doing so psychology will be contributing to the decision making that impacts society without breaking its fabric and mitigating the damages, so they play a transforming role to improve human well-being or at least allow to denounce decisions that affect society.
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